Trx450r green wire mod

Anyone can throw money at a quad, and, occasionally, the results might be favorable. But, in
most cases, those kinds of gains are modest compared to the results that are possible with a
little effort and a lot of testing. Write that down. The most common illustration of this comes
with the installation of an aftermarket exhaust pipe. Common sense tells us that a stock quad is
somewhat bottled up. So, the inevitable search for power leads us first to the exhaust
department. But, horsepower is much more elusive than that. The exhaust is just one piece in a
larger puzzle that includes air, fuel and volumetric efficiency. To get a good baseline, we ran the
Honda in perfectly stock form. First, there are a few things you should know about horsepower
and dynos. When a quad is tested on a typical dyno, it is tested with the throttle wide open.
When you ride a quad, the throttle is almost never wide open. Studies have shown that even top
pro riders have the throttle maxed out less than 5 percent of the time. The dyno only tests the
main jet of a carbureted motor, whereas the rider experiences the slow jet, the needle and all the
other circuits that affect performance. The easiest way to let the Honda breathe is to remove the
airbox lid. On most ATVs and dirt bikes, only part of the total noise is produced by the exhaust
pipe. In order to pass a ride-by sound test, intake noise must be squelched as well, so Honda
and other makers has designed a very restrictive airbox. In our search for more power, we could
have gone in many different directions from here. The most lucrative change, we decided, would
be to change the head pipe. The stock exhaust was designed as a single unit. The next logical
step is to get the air-fuel mixture right. When we opened up the exhaust and the airbox, we did
nothing to add fuel. That meant the motor was very lean. The Motoworks lab has access to an
oxygen sensor, and that sent us to a main jet. We got away with only changing the main jet on
the dyno. You would have to change the needle as well as the slow-speed jet, and maybe even
the leak jet. We know a secret. This changes the rev limiter and allows more rpm on top. For our
final run, we cut the wire and expected to see another big horsepower increase. Imagine our
shock when we found that the motor lost almost a full horsepower at peak! Our new max power
reading was At a higher state of tune, the increased rpm would be much more beneficial. Revs
become a more effective means of increasing horsepower when all the low-hanging fruit has
been picked. Just as we found when we installed a slip-on pipe with no other mods, the change
in the rev limiter would require other changes to make sense. We were looking for cheap, lost
power and we found it. Mid Year Article Recap! Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for
the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. We chose the Honda because it still uses an old-fashioned
carburetor with jets. This allowed us to change the fuel mixture without the confusion and
mystery of EFI reprogrammers. The Honda is still a state-of-the-art performance quad, even if it
is one of the last of the carbureted holdouts. But it should be noted that all of our results would
still be valid for fuel-injected quads, only the methodology would be different. Instead of
installing different jets, we would be altering air-fuel ratios on a device such as the Motoworks
FMI. In the case of the stock Honda, the dyno showed a peak horsepower figure of Due to an
electronic rev limiter, the engine would not rev past rpm no matter how many poems we wrote.
Our first step was to do the knee-jerk reaction. We installed a slip-on pipe. We used a
Motoworks SR4 exhaust, which is basically the same canister and mid-pipe used by National
MX champion John Natalie, as well as most of the riders he beat last year. How much peak
power did we gain? In fact, the peak number declined to To the credit of this particular system,
power was gained everywhere else. Check out the difference at rpm; the stocker made 28
horsepower while the Motoworks slip-on made The Honda has a lid that restricts airbox noise.
Removing it allows the pipe to do what it was designed to do. The muffler that comes with the
TRX is incredibly quiet. Once the TRXR motor could suck air in as quickly as the exhaust could
expel it, more gains from the pipe were realized. Peak power went up to That point at rpm
climbed up to 32 horsepower. SOHC motor is capable of incredible power, but you have to
unlock it carefully. With no other changes, the peak horsepower skyrocketed at this point. The
max went up to What really went crazy was the over-rev. We gained almost three more
horsepower at that rpm reference point. Something worth noticing here is that the motor is
showing signs that it wants to rev farther. Removing the airbox lid allows more air to the filter,
but the engine will want more fuel to compensate. But, in the lab, our simple change to a bigger
main resulted in another big gain. The peak was To be honest, we made a number of runs with
progressively richer jets. But the only one worthy of display here is the final one. When we
installed an incredibly rich main jet, our best power resulted. The peak was an impressive We
felt fairly certain we had gotten the most from our exhaust system, but now the barrier was

elsewhere. The electronic rev limiter might not have been a factor with the stock pipe, but the
motor clearly has more to offer at high rpm. It was still making 35 horsepower when the motor
stopped revving. Could that roadblock be removed? The real secret is seat-of-the-pants testing.
Hours of it. You would be amazed how much more accurate the human dyno is, anyway. And,
besides, riding your own quad is a lot more fun. You might also like More from author. Prev
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password will be e-mailed to you. Maybe we could get a mod to sticky this for a while? That
being said, i hope this helps some people! Main differences between the different years -. What
is the bolt pattern? All Cannondale model's anymore? Generally, no. Some people have gotten
certain brands to fit but the exhaust comes out of the header at a slightly different angle and the
sub frame mounting points are not the same. It will also scratch your tank in some spots so it
would be a good idea to put some sort of graphic or clear sticker under the cover to prevent it.
Complete list and part 's: 1. Complete parts list and 's. Are there any benefits? So it will add
some more stability. Whats the best exhaust for my R? Most will say: Sparks, Dasa, or Rossier.
These exhausts are some of the loudest available though so keep that in mind when buying
them! Do a search in this section! Cams: Hotcams Webcam Curtis Sparks and most big engine
builders have there own. Good post, I'm sure there will still be the same questions asked on a
regular basis Doing a great job rollie, you have alot covered, and hopefull itll cut down on the
stupid repetative questions. Originally posted by Daveex I always see a ton of questions about
different Cams Yep! True that! Looking good rollie! Also how bout the crank bearing mod. Lots
still ask that one. The R graphics thread used to get sticked too. RPR to the rescue!! Allright i
updated what i could! I don't know everything but im trying my best to get everything i've learnt
about these bikes down! Originally posted by rollie Allright i updated what i could! I salute you!
At least your putting an effort into it. Im learning myself! The 08 and up ER's have a new cam
design and you can't use any of the older cams in them. There is alot of horsepower locked up
in those 08 and up ER heads. Up sizing the leak jets or getting an adjustable leak jet on the 06
and up ER's will help with starting and the infamous bog. A 24 volt system to the starter will
give the ability to start on the go, awesome for xc racers. Meaning the quad will start with the
clutch out and in gear. Ok whats this?? Do tell What about like maintence most to do like where
everything is located and say like a before riding check list for some of the newer guys?? I just
need to know what will happen if i try to put some 06 a arms on my 04? I'm positive the lowers
are the same between years. Originally posted by mxslevnik69 do you guys know what parts
would be needed to make a r into a er? You're going to need alot of things. An ER wiring
harness, starter, starter clutch, starter reduction gears and bracket, battery, solenoid, fuse
wiring, wiring for the battery, start button cluster, and quite a few extra nuts and bolts. You will
also have to make your own battery box somewhere. I'll try to sit down one night and make a
complete list with part numbers. The only way to get e-start on them is the Goki system. I was
looking at the new OEM prices for all the e-start components. I have an 08 trx er i have 4 years
of warrenty on it I was wondering if i do the green wire trick if that would void my warrenty? I
just got a er that I cant get started. It cranks but doesnt fire, i replaced the plug and it has fresh
gas, and it started, but now it wont. It ran fine after it finally started, but the header was glowing
red and it backfires bad. Could it be valves? Thanks -Andy. So i assume the heads are different
as well, but i don't know. Only the e-start are different. Haven't went through all the comments
but Cannondale wheels every model will fit. Im not catching on. Does it need to be touching
another wire or what? No, that would be bad. Just tape the cut ends off, it should not touch
anything at all. Originally posted by hondaxcracer how about a 05 to 06 motor swip? I think the
2 tps connectors are different, but I forget Originally posted by ben 22ltr Will ex a arms fit on a
05 r? No, the distance between the mounting points is different. If anyone has info thats not
already on the first page or info they would like posted post it here or PM me, This post may be
3 years old but i'm still lurking the forums :p. I just don't want to start cutting wire until I know
for sure what I'm doing. Thanks, Tristin. Wow i made this 5 years ago haha All rights reserved.
View Full Version : er no spark when using elec. Magnets on the flywheel move the available

electrons of the excitor winding of the stator and charges the capacitor in the CDI box. When
the reluctor on the flywheel moves by the pulser coil it sends electricity to the CDI box and the
zener diode inside closes a path to ground for the capacitor, allowing the capacitor to send its
power to the ignition coil primary side. Mutual induction steps up the voltage to around 50, volts
and powers the spark plug. I would try a new CDI, or borrow one from a friend if you can, to see
if that is the problem. Originally posted by mhewitt new battery, new starter, new solenoid, new
plug, motor turns over plenty fast, doesnt get spark at the plug when using the starter. I hate to
say this but make sure its not, you might have to take the shock to make sure! Or you could just
take the spark plug out of the cylinder head, put it in the spark plug cap, and put the electrode
on a good ground while cranking the engine to see if it has spark. If it starts when you roll start
it though it has spark. I would dynamically test the low rpm exiter winding if I were you though.
If it doesnt output the minimum voltage check it for an open or insulation breakdown. That
could cause an intermittant spark problem like you have. Originally posted by HondaRaceReady
Or you could just take the spark plug out of the cylinder head, put it in the spark plug cap, and
put the electrode on a good ground while cranking the engine to see if it has spark. Originally
posted by moyerr where is that? I had a new battery and it was on the battery charger set to 12v
15amp, even tried it on amp engine start once but still didn't start, I wouldn't think the stator
was bad considering once u pull start it will run fine but I really don't know. I just need to know
what to buy to get it back runnin. Sounds like a wiring issue to me. Also, jumping fourwheelers
with that many amps will fry the recitifier. Originally posted by fastredrider44 Sounds like a
wiring issue to me. I was always under the impression that booster chargers were acting like a
larger cranking amps per hour, basically like putting a big battery on it? As far as I can tell from
previous experiences, jumping a fourwheeler from a car battery or something won't hurt the
battery, but it will mess the recitifier up and the fourwheeler won't charge the battery correctly. I
don't think a jump box can put that much out though. No abnormal noises just sounds like a
starter, does anyone have a pic of what a r stator should look like? Couldn't find any on google.
You won't be able to look at a stator and know if it's good or not. If it will roll start but not fire
from the button, I don't think it is the stator. Reason I was asking was because I already had it
out and two of the coils on the stator r bigger than the rest and they r a dark brown color didn't
know if it was normal or if that was a sign of failure,. Originally posted by mhewitt Reason I was
asking was because I already had it out and two of the coils on the stator r bigger than the rest
and they r a dark brown color didn't know if it was normal or if that was a sign of failure,
NORMAL!!!! Just asking have you checked your valves and the decompresion setting. But
could pull start or replace stock cdi and start and warm up then change cdi back. I know not
exactly same problem but find someone that will let you swap out cdi. I don't think its cdi cause
I wasn't getting voltage from the stator to the cdi so it can't b the issue. Originally posted by
mhewitt I don't think its cdi cause I wasn't getting voltage from the stator to the cdi so it can't b
the issue. Would a slipping starter clutch cause it not to spark? I'd rob someone's stator you
know to be good and swap them out and see what gives. Good point. Out of curiosity though,
doesn't a starter clutch on it's way out usually make some racket? Originally posted by
fastredrider44 Good point. It doesn't make any racket from my experiences. When one is going
out, it will occasionally not engage when the motor is cold. The starter will just spin and not
spin the motor. When the motor is hot, it won't do this as much because the metal is expanded.
It will eventually get to where it does it whether it's hot or cold. From what I've seen, they
usually start going downhill quick after they start slipping when it's cold. Manual says it idles
rpm so I'm guessing if it rotates much slower than half that speed it prolly won't produce
enough spark to continue running and just judging by as slow as mine sounds like its turning
over about 3 exhaust gurgles per second. I'm thinkin the spark is too weak to start it. I found a
guy n my area with an r with blown motor so now its just up to him whether or not he will let me
try his stator to rule that out. If it is the starter clutch slipping just a bit, has anyone ever tried
taking the cheaper route n just tried replacing the clutch disc assembly on the starter clutch
gear instead of buying all new gears? Originally posted by mhewitt If it is the starter clutch
slipping just a bit, has anyone ever tried taking the cheaper route n just tried replacing the
clutch disc assembly on the starter clutch gear instead of buying all new gears? After that, you
have to get a little more serious with it. Originally posted by dran could be the little switch up on
the thumb throttle has to be closed to start so you cant throttle while starting Im sure you did all
the stator checks, but I have to ask, did you follow the manual for troubleshooting the stator??
The white, blue, black were all in a row on one plug and the 3 yellows were on another plug, is
that correct? Making sure I didn't check the wrong wire. All rights reserved. Registration is fast
and you can even login with social network accounts to sync your profiles and content. I have
had my trx for almost a year now its been working great i put a full hmf exhaust an air filter and i
got a dyno jet kit stage 2 i followed the instructions and just changed the main jet.. Spark

Plug?? You need to use the correct plug.. But as far as why its choking and popping in the top
RPM range it could be the main jet is a little rich, you could try going down a size or 2 on the
main jet and see if it helps.. Your probably hittin your rev limiter at max speed!! That gives you a
xrta rpms!! In your opinion, With my cc motor, should i switch to an HRC kit or just go with an
edelbrock carb? You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible.
Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor.
Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Honda ATV Forum. Join our Forum! Sign in
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post Share on other sites. Posted July 5, Jonsr 10 Posted July 5, OmarTrxer 10 Posted July 5,
Tagels 10 Posted July 6, Posted July 6, Posted July 8, edited. Posted July 8, OmarTrxer 10
Posted July 10, Posted July 10, OmarTrxer 10 Posted July 13, Posted July 13, OmarTrxer 10
Posted July 15, Posted July 15, Jonsr 10 Posted July 15, Join the conversation You can post
now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic
listing. Similar Tagged Content. New and improved TRXR. My inside sources at Honda have told
me that the new will have an all new aluminum frame, EFI, improved geometry, and all new
suspension. It should be out in unless they run into technical issues. The new R should put
Honda back on top where they belong. TRXR Trike. Check this out. What is the reason for this
notice? In cooperation with the U. Our records indicate that you own one of these vehicles.
What is the problem? A safety defect may exist in the steering system of your TRX. The front
suspension arm ball joints may have been contaminated during the production process,
resulting in rapid wear of the ball joints and possible ball joint separation. If ball joint separation
occurs while riding, the TRX could lose steering control and may crash. What should you do?
Honda strongly recommends that you do not operate your TRX until it has been repaired. Parts
will be available soon. If you must operate the vehicle prior to repair, perform the following
inspection before each ride to ensure that the ball joints have not loosened: Visual and Physical
Inspection of the upper and lower ball joints: Park the TRX on a flat, hard surface, such as a
driveway or hard packed dirt surface. Turn the handlebars until the front wheels are aimed
straight ahead. With the handlebars centered, grab the tire with both hands as shown. Repeat
this procedure on the opposite side. If you perceive any looseness, hear noise, or observe
movement of the ball joint housing, the ball joint has excessive freeplay and must be replaced
before the TRX is operated. If you do not feel qualified to inspect your ball joints, please do not
operate your vehicle until it has been repaired. If you feel any excessive steering looseness or
hear noise while riding, stop the vehicle and check the ball joints. If you have questions. If you
have questions about this notice please call Honda Motorcycle Customer Support at You may
also visit our Web site at What to do if you feel this notice is in error. This notice was mailed to
you according to the most current information we have available. If you no longer own this
vehicle, or some information in this notice is incorrect, please fill out and return the included,
postage-paid Information Change Card. This will help us update our records. We apologize for
any inconvenience this may cause you. Thank you for your FourTrax purchase and your
cooperation. Sincerely, America
lexus sc400 forum
2007 suzuki forenza repair manual
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n Honda Motor Co. Motorcycle Division. I picked up this ranger cheap because the AWD wasn't
working. I checked it out and had What could be causing this? Any help would be appreciated!
Locked up Honda Foreman full rebuild. Sold the pit bike but when I took the top end off the
piston I only found half a piston left. So knowing the rest of the piston was down in the
crankcase I knew it had to be pulled and gone thru completely. Now I have the motor torn down
completely and have all the parts of the piston removed. I know the rod and crankshaft is shot
heat discoloration and too much up and down play rod to crankshaft. I know this motor died
from heat as the oil in the head smelled like popcorn. So what should I check to make sure I fix
the issue overheating I assume and not just the symptoms blown up motor lol. What's a good
size ATV to start a 10 year old on? What's a good size to start a 10 year old on? Very glad to see
the end of No registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.

